Living organisms employ endogenous negative feedback loops to maintain homeostasis despite environmental fluctuations. A pressing open challenge in Synthetic Biology * To whom correspondence should be addressed † Department of Engineering Mathematics, University of Bristol ‡ BrisSynBio, University of Bristol ¶ School of Biochemistry, University of Bristol § School of Biological Sciences, University of Bristol Department of Electrical Engineering and Information Technology, University of Naples ⊥ Contributed equally to this work as first authors # Contributed equally to this work 1 is to design and implement synthetic circuits to control host cells' behavior, in order to regulate and maintain desired conditions. To cope with the high degree of circuit complexity required to accomplish this task and the intrinsic modularity of classical control schemes, we suggest the implementation of synthetic endogenous feedback loops across more than one cell population. The distribution of the sensing, computation and actuation functions required to achieve regulation across different cell populations within a consortium allows the genetic engineering in a particular cell to be reduced, increases the robustness, and makes it possible to reuse the synthesized modules for different control applications. Here, we analyze, in-silico, the design of a synthetic feedback controller implemented across two cell populations in a consortium. We study the effects of distributing the various functions required to build a control system across two populations, prove the robustness and modularity of the strategy described and provide a computational proof-of-concept of its feasibility.
in living cells (3 -8 ) . In all these applications, the experimental setup comprises a device to 1 grow cells, a sensing apparatus (cytofluorimeter or fluorescence microscope) to monitor cells' 2 behavior (quantify fluorescence from fluorescent reporters), a PC running control algorithms 3 and a set of actuators to provide inputs to the cells according to the control objective and 4 their current status.
5
An open challenge in Synthetic Biology is to synthesize endogenous negative feedback 6 controllers, where all the sensing, computation and actuation functions are embedded in 7 living cells. The range of possible applications of synthetic regulators can span from the 8 optimization of chemical production in bioreactors (9 , 10 ), to targeted drug delivery in 9 multicellular organisms (11 ).
10
To address this challenge, the implementation of synthetic feedback control schemes in 11 single cells has been proposed. Typical control goals are set-point regulation (12 , 13 ), or 12 signal tracking control (14 ) of target proteins. These complex functions are achieved through 13 the design of generally complicated synthetic circuits that can be difficult to characterize and 14 integrate in a single cell, often resulting in metabolic burden that can be self defeating for 15 the host (15 , 16 ). Moreover, once cells have been synthetically engineered, any change in 16 the control strategy or its application requires re-engineering the entire system leading to 17 poor modularity and adaptability of the original design and its parts (17 ).
18
In order to overcome these drawbacks, inspired by the intrinsic modularity of classical 19 control schemes, we propose to distribute the sensing, computation and actuation functions 20 across different cell populations within a microbial consortium. Recently, the construction 21 and the study of a synthetic oscillator implemented across two distinct cell colonies has clearly 22 shown how the genetic engineering of interacting microbial populations can be exploited to 23 achieve complex and robust population-level behaviors (18 ) . Indeed the interaction of mi-24 crobial populations can be advantageous in accomplishing complicated tasks better than a 25 single population can do, whilst beneficially guaranteeing increased robustness to environ-26 mental fluctuations (19 , 20 ) . Moreover, the engineering of synthetic microbial consortia 27 makes it possible to physically separate the components and modules required to achieve the 1 desired functions, hence reducing the unwanted effects of retroactivity in biological circuits 2 (as defined in (21 )) by which standard parts available in Synthetic Biology can significantly 3 change their behavior upon interconnection (22 , 23 ). 4 The aim of this paper is to present a thorough in-silico proof-of-concept analysis and 5 design of a multicellular feedback controller in a consortium of two interacting populations 6 where one (the 'Controllers') has the task of monitoring and controlling in real time the 7 concentration of a target molecular species in the other (the 'Targets'). We analyze the 8 proposed implementation via two different computational approaches, one consisting of ODE-9 based models and the other implemented as an agent-based simulation of the consortium.
10
After presenting the results of the in-silico model, we provide hints for the in-vivo realization 11 of the proposed multicellular control scheme.
12

Results and Discussion
13
Multicellular feedback control design 14 The goal of a control strategy is to make the output of a system of interest follow a desired 15 reference signal (24 ). An example is that of temperature regulation, where feedback control is 16 employed to maintain temperature at some desired constant value, or autopilots that need to 17 make planes track a desired route. The structure of a classical feedback control architecture 18 consists of different functional blocks interconnected with each other, each performing a 19 specific function required to achieve the control goal. Specifically, a feedback control scheme 20 comprises: a) a sensing apparatus for measuring the output of the system whose behavior 21 is regulated, b) a comparator needed to quantify the control error, in terms of the mismatch 22 between the measured output and the desired reference value, say r(t), c) a computational 23 device (the controller or regulator) able to take a control decision and determine the action 24 to be taken in order to minimize the control error and d) a set of actuators, receiving the 25 control decision calculated by the controller, and turning it into a physical action on the 1 system being controlled in order to steer its dynamics towards the reference.
2
In our proposed implementation these different functions are distributed across two inter-3 acting microbial populations, where specifically one population (the 'Controllers') contains 4 synthetic circuits to sense and control the status of a process in the other (the 'Targets'). 5
The Controllers can receive an external signal (e.g., an inducer molecule) so that the desired 6 reference level of the process to be regulated in the Target cells can be set (Figure 1a ). The 7 two populations communicate with each other through the control inputû (coming from 8 the Controllers to the Targets), and the process outputŷ (fed back from the Targets to the 9 Controllers).
10
A schematic biological implementation of the feedback control strategy is depicted in 11 Figure 1b . Here, communication within the synthetic consortium is achieved via the release 12 of signaling molecules into the growth medium. In the Controllers, an external reference 13 signal inhibits the production of the species A that, in complex with the signaling molecule 14 Q 2 , generates B. The latter, in turn, catalyzes the synthesis of another signaling molecule, 15 Q 1 , that is released in the growth medium as the input signal to the Targets. The feedback 16 loop is thus closed through species D which catalyzes the synthesis of the molecule Q 2 , 17 whose concentration in the growth medium is interpreted by the Controllers as the system 18 output readout. The proposed topology is such that the input signal (the concentration 19 of Q 1 ) is an indirect function of the mismatch between the reference signal and the output 20 readout (Q 2 concentration). In what follows, we use the subscript 'e' to denote concentrations 21 of the signaling molecules outside the cells and the subscripts 'c' and 't' to denote their 22 concentrations inside Controller and Target cells respectively.
23
Note that this specific implementation of the feedback controller architecture can allow 24 re-use of the Controllers to steer different synthetic target populations, as long as the latter 25 are able to establish a bi-directional communication with the former. Controller population can be written as:
Target population The Target population receives the control input from the Controller 1 cells, by sensing the concentration of molecule Q 1 ; this catalyzes the synthesis of the species 2 C, which in turn inhibits D (Figure 1b) . The dynamics of the molecular species' concentra-3 tions in the Targets can be described by:
Communication between the two populations The two populations communicate 5 via two pathways, the first directed from the Controllers towards the Targets (pathway 6 1, molecule Q 1 ), whereas the second goes from the Targets to the Controllers (pathway 7 2, molecule Q 2 ). The two pathways are symmetrical, indeed for each of them a sender 8 and a receiver cell population can be defined. Furthermore, the following assumptions are 9 considered modeling the dynamics of Q 1 and Q 2 concentrations:
1. Q 1 and Q 2 are orthogonal so that no cross-talk occurs between different signals; 11 2. the two molecules diffuse across the cell membranes with the same diffusion coefficient 12 η and are degraded in the cells at the same rate γ i ; The dynamics of intra-cellular and external concentrations of Q 1 (pathway 1, the Con-
9
troller is the sender and the Target is the receiver) can therefore be described as:
while those for Q 2 (pathway 2, the Target is the sender and the Controller is the receiver)
11
as:
∂ Q 2,e ∂t = η Q 2,c − Q 2,e + η Q 2,t − Q 2,e − γ e Q 2,e + Θ∇ 2 [Q 2,e .
Note that equations (7) and (10) representative reference signals: Figure S1 ; Supporting Information text.
13
Aggregate populations scenario
14
The aim of the analysis in this configuration is to test the overall system behavior for different loop (CV av = 50.77%) than that found in closed loop (CV av = 33.07%) (see Figure S5 and 22
Supporting movie S10).
23
Robustness analysis In order to assess the robustness of the proposed multicellular con-24 trol scheme to environmental perturbations, the effect of varying cells' distance in a mono-25 dimensional domain is investigated in the case of set-point control. As the distance between 26 the Controller and the Target cell is linearly increased from 2 µm to 1000 µm, the control 1 action is still effective in regulating the system output to settle onto a fixed concentration, 2 although the concentrations of the input as well as the output signal perceived by the con- to that found in these in silico predictions. The control performance is tested via an agent-based model using the BSim framework (30 ), 6 to account both for cell density and the extracellular environment (i.e., microfluidic devices, 7
which are optimal devices for real-time analysis of engineered bacterial population dynamics 8
(31 )). Cells represented using BSim's E. coli bacterium model, with biologically realistic 9 cell motility (32 ) , are inserted in an extra-cellular environment modeled as a rectangular mi-10 crofluidic chamber with dimensions of 25×20×1 µm 3 , able to host a maximum (subsequently 11 referred to as a density of 100%) of 240 rod-shaped, or 480 spherical cells (29 ).
12
The chamber is open to the external flow only on both long sides, allowing for diffusion 13 of a reference signal into the chamber and diffusion of the signaling molecules out of the 14 chamber on those sides only (29 , 33 ). Additional model details are provided in Methods 15 section. indicates that settling time is shorter (less than 50 minutes), though at the cost of greater 21
overshoot (up to 18% of the desired set point in the most extreme case) prior to settling.
22
The agent-based model is further simulated using the other two time-varying reference 23 signals, trapezoidal and sinusoidal, as defined in the previous section (Figure 5a,b) . In-silico 24 experiments in this scenario confirm the effectiveness of the control strategy as depicted in 25 
23
In a similar manner, the control goal continues to be achieved robustly as the ratio be-
24
tween Controller and Target cells is varied within a fixed global cell density ( Figure S7 ).
25
Even when Controllers' proportion is as low as 10% of the total number of cells, the re- thus only the mean of their response is affected, and an overall lower noise is generated 16 
(noise statistics calculated across cells). One representative simulation of those depicted in 17
Figure 4d is provided in Supporting Movie S13. and that consequently a single Controller population could be used to effectively regulate 22 more than one type of Target.
23
Further in-silico experiments where perturbations of the parameters are introduced in 24 the absence of cell growth and division are reported in Figure S8 , for the sake of comparison. 25 As shown in Figure S8a clear that noise due to cell division produces only a small deviation in observed Target   7 population output compared to that induced by direct perturbation of parameters (contrast 8 the histograms in Supporting Movies S13 and S14).
9
Conclusions
10
We have described the design and the in-silico implementation of a multicellular feedback by means of an external inducer molecule.
16
We have proposed a mathematical representation of the two interacting cell populations 17 considering biologically realistic parameters (26 , 28 , 33 -37 ).
18
The in-silico experiments, carried out via two different computational approaches, have
19
shown the effectiveness of the implemented feedback control strategy, despite the parts com-20 posing the whole circuit being spatially separated and thus the signals (control input and 21 system output) attenuated by diffusion and propagation in the extra-cellular environment.
22
The perturbation analysis performed has shown that the proposed multicellular control 23 strategy is robust to large parameter variations. This highlights the inherent modularity 24 of the approach; indeed, according to our in-silico results, the same Controller population 25 could be used to efficiently regulate different synthetic Target cells.
26
We have analyzed the effects of varying cells' spatial distribution (i.e., the distance in 1 the aggregate model scenario and the population density in the agent-based simulations), as 2 well as the relative number of Controller cells while maintaining a constant total consortium 3 size, demonstrating the dependence of the output dynamic range on the consortium density 4 and composition.
5
Concerning a possible biological implementation of the discussed control strategy, ad hoc 6 conceived microfluidic devices can be employed to grow the cells while precisely delivering, 7
from the external environment, only desired perturbations to them (i.e., the control reference 8 r) (29 , 31 ), as well as to regulate/set the ratio of the interacting populations and ensure a 9
proper diffusion of the signaling molecules enabling communication within the consortium. 10
Indeed, it has been demonstrated in (28 ) Inc.). The PDEs (7) and (10) were discretized over the N points in which the spatial domain 10 was divided by means of the method of finite differences, using a central step discretization.
11
Dirichlet's boundary conditions were imposed in order to solve the resulting system of 2N
12
ODEs. The equations resulting from the discretization of (7) and (10) in the space domain the output average µ (t) and standard deviation σ (t) were calculated across all the simula-22 tions performed. These values were then used to calculate the time-averaged coefficient of 23 variation CV av as:
where T is the simulation length in minutes. and a constant average cell density over time.
13
Simulations with cell growth In the experiments in which cell growth was taken into 14 account, it was modeled using a per-cell ODE model of rod elongation over time as in
15
(42 , 43 ), with division occurring once the mother cell passed a set constant threshold length.
16
Cell radius was set to a constant value of 1 µm, and initial cell length was set to 2.5 µm with in Supporting Movies S13 and S14.
11
GRNs and signaling PDEs modeling the communication across the two different cell 12
populations (Equations (7) and (10)) were simulated using a finite volume discretization, 13 with diffusion and degradation rates specified in Table S1 . Reflective boundary conditions 14 were applied to the discretized equations for the four closed sides of the domain. Dirichlet 15
boundary conditions were applied at the two open sides, with a constant zero external 16 concentration representing the diffusion-dominated flow out of the microfluidic chamber.
Internal GRNs were implemented in individual cells using the ODEs defined in Equations 18
(1) and (2) for the Controllers, and Equations (3) and (4) distributions as above were applied to all agents in the population of interest.
7
As in the case of modularity analysis in the aggregate population scenario, the output av-8 erage µ t and standard deviation σ t were calculated across all the simulations performed 9
for each single series of perturbations, and the time-averaged coefficient of variation CV av 10 was calculated according to Equation (11).
11
Supporting Information
12
The material supplied as supporting information is organized as follows:
13
• Supporting Information text
14
• Supporting Figures S1-S9
15
• Supporting Movies S10-S14 
